The biggest hacks are occurring due to poor management and governance of user Identity and Access to data and services. The lack of controls to manage who has access to what and the identity to grant them the right path for use, makes the reality of a breach greater.

This is exacerbated by the boundaryless business landscape with multiple systems, complex data flows, numerous accounts per user and the regulations required to be complied to.

Such requires expertise to embed a seamless yet business enabling Identity and Access Management platform which empowers productivity whilst mitigating against malicious intent from bad actors and maintain business compliance.
Microsoft Enable - Identity & Access Management

Build and Modernize your identity foundation

Your business relies on identity and access to govern interactions among your people, your data, and your devices. Maintain your identity and access solutions to avoid costly outages. Reduce recovery time; expose potential risks to lower operational impacts; improve collaboration across teams; and accelerate change, adoption, and time to value.

Leveraging Microsoft embedded Identity and Access security capability across your investment portfolio will enable the achievement of a fitting Identity and Access Management delivered by Phakamo.

Core Benefits

- Improved regulatory compliance
- Reduced information security risk
- Reduced IT operating and development costs
- Improved operating efficiency and transparency
- Improved user satisfaction
- Continuous access to experts

Expert SecOps Team
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